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ABSTRACT 
 
How cosolvents affects solvation has been revealed through the independent determination of 
solute-solvent and solute-cosolvent interactions guaranteed by the phase rule. Based on the first 
principles of inhomogeneous solvation theory, we present here a general matrix theory 
encompassing both preferential solvation and surface adsorption. The central role of the stability 
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conditions that determine how many excess numbers (surface excesses) are independently 
determinable, have been clarified from the first principles. The advantage of the inhomogeneous 
approach has been demonstrated to be in its ease in treating solvation and adsorption in a unified 
manner, while its disadvantage, for example in membrane dialysis experiments, can be overcome 
by the inhomogeneous-homogeneous conversion.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
Controlling solvation often requires the addition of a third component UHIHUUHGWRDV³FRVROYHQWV´
throughout this paper) [1±6], which has a number of synonyms (such as denaturants, stabilizers, 
chaotropes, kosmotropes, hydrotropes, crowders, osmolytes, cosolutes or cosolvents) [7±11]. Even 
though cosolvents have provided practical solutions to controlling solubility and macromolecular 
stability, how they actually work has been the source of controversies [12±16].  
 
What is powerful and at the same time confusing about the cosolvent action is the formal analogy 
between solvation and adsorption [13,16]. The cosolvent-induced modulation of the solvation free 
energy is understood in terms of the preferential solvation, i.e., the competition between the excess 
numbers of water and cosolvent in a mathematically identical manner [13,16] to the description of 
cosolvent modulation of surface tension in terms of surface excesses of water and cosolvent [17±
22]. In both cases, the modulation of free energy is explained by the two unknowns (excess 
numbers or surface excesses of water and cosolvent) [12,13,15,16,23]. The problem here is that 
the two unknowns cannot be determined from a single measurable quantity [12,13,15,16,23]. In 
the case of surface adsorption, the Gibbs dividing surface has been introduced to circumvent this 
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problem [10,13,15,24]. By appropriately positioning the dividing surface, the surface excess of 
water can be made zero, hence the cosolvent-induced change of surface tension can be attributed 
entirely to the surface excess of the cosolvent [17±22]. This elegant circumvention of the 
indeterminate problem, however, has introduced a new, implicit unknown: the precise position of 
the surface [10,13,15,24].  
 
Due to the formal analogy between adsorption and preferential solvation, the dividing surface 
approach has been extended to preferential solvation, where the cosolvent-induced change of 
solvation free energy has been attributed entirely to the excess number of water, when the 
cosolvents are deemed as being preferentially excluded from biomolecular surfaces 
[12,13,15,16,23]. This has stirred significant controversy over the molecular-based mechanism of 
the cosolvent effect [12,13,15,16,23]. We have proposed a resolution for this controversy based 
on a simple realization that the solvation free energy of a solute should be modulated via two 
independent variables (cosolvent concentration and pressure) [15] for the determination of two 
independent quantities (excess numbers of water and cosolvent), which can be achieved by solving 
simultaneous equations [15]. The existence of such independent variables has been shown to be 
guaranteed by the Gibbs phase rule, which governs the number of independently-determinable 
Kirkwood-Buff (KB) integrals [16,24]. However, in contrast to preferential solvation, the phase 
rule permits one less degree of freedom for the adsorption isotherm, making the independent 
determination of two excess numbers impossible in principle [16,24]. Despite the mathematical 
analogy, the Gibbs phase rule distinguishes between adsorption and preferential solvation in terms 
of the degrees of freedom [16,24].  
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Such clarifications, in our previous papers [16,24], have been achieved in an ad-hoc manner, 
starting afresh each time with a set of Gibbs-Duhem equations [25] for different cases. Here we 
show that a general theoretical framework spanning over preferential solvation and Gibbs 
adsorption can be constructed on the inhomogeneous solvation theory [26±31] in a unified manner, 
bringing forth clarity and unity in the elucidation, demonstrating that the stability condition plays 
the central role on the determinability of independent excess numbers.  
 
Inhomogeneous solvation theory provides an alternative perspective on the study of solvation 
[26±31]. Unlike the homogeneous solution theory which does not treat the solute in any way 
distinct from the solvent species, the inhomogeneous solvation theory marks out a solute molecule 
by fixing its centre-of-mass position so that the structure of solvent in the vicinity of the specified 
solute can be clarified with ease. Such difference in the treatment of the solute leads to the 
complementary strengths and advantages for homogeneous and inhomogeneous theories [26±31]. 
However, the fluctuation solution theory, since its inception by Kirkwood and Buff [32] and the 
subsequent inversion procedures for analyzing experimental data [33±35] have relied chiefly on 
the homogeneous theory, even though the pioneering link between the KB integrals and 
experimental data have been provided through an intuitive thermodynamic approach in the spirit 
of the inhomogeneous approach [36]. This inhomogeneous perspective has led to our statistical 
thermodynamic foundation of preferential solvation [15,16,37,38] and the solubility enhancement 
mechanism by hydrotropes [7±9,11,39]. Yet the advantage of the inhomogeneous approach has 
not been exploited fully due to the lack of a general theoretical formulation. Here we demonstrate 
that the major advantages of the inhomogeneous perspective is in its capacity to describe 
preferential solvation and Gibbs adsorption in a unified theoretical framework.  
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2. Inhomogeneous solvation, stability condition, and matrix inversion 
 
Here we construct the fluctuation solution (Kirkwood-Buff) theory from a perspective of the 
inhomogeneous solvation theory, and show its equivalence to the homogeneous approaches [32±
35]. Consider an ݊-component solution consisting of water (݅ ൌ  ?) and cosolvent molecules (݅ ൌ ?ǡ ǥ ǡ )݊ molecules. The grand potential ܬcan be expressed in terms of grand partition function ȩ 
in the following manner [39]:  ܬ ൌ െ݇ܶ  ȩሺܶǡ ܸǡ ߤଵǡ ߤଶǡ ǥ ǡ ߤ௡ሻ        (1) 
in which the temperature ܶ, which is kept constant, will be omitted throughout this section. We 
consider two systems with and without the solute. When the solute is present, it is fixed at the 
origin and acts as the source for an external field for the water and cosolvent molecules, and the 
solution system is inhomogeneous [26±31]. When the solute is absent, the system consists only of 
water and cosolvents, and is homogeneous [39]. The chemical potential of the solute can be 
expressed in terms of the grand partition functions in the following manner [39]:  
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where the subscripts u and 0 denote the systems with and without the solute, respectively. 
Previously, we have presented a full order-of-magnitude argument to show that we can set ௨ܸ ൌ
଴ܸ at thermodynamic limit [39].  From Eq. (2) follows the Gibbs-Duhem relationship which will 
be our starting point [39]:    
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where  > @
00 iiui NNNV   is the Kirkwood-Buff integral (KBI) between the solute and the i-th 
solvent species [39]. Thus the number difference between sROXWH¶V YLFLQLW\ and bulk has been 
formulated in the framework of the inhomogeneous solvation theory, thereby fulfilling +DOO¶V 
phenomenological approach, based upon the Gibbs-Duhem equations for the vicinity and bulk 
regions [36], rigorously from first principles [39].    
 
Now we apply the Gibbs phase rule to this system to enumerate the degrees of freedom [16]. 
Considering that the external field does not affect the degrees of freedom, an ݊-component system 
(ܥ ൌ ݊) in one phase (ܲ ൌ  ?) has ܨ ൌ ܥ െ ܲ ൅  ? ൌ ݊ െ  ? ൅  ? ൌ ݊ ൅  ? degrees of freedom. 
Under a constant ܶ, the system has ݊ degrees of freedom.  
 
Thus the ݊ variables to modulate the solvation free energy can be chosen based on different 
needs and strategies, such as (a) to match the experimental setup or (b) for the convenience of 
experimental data analysis. There are a number of possible ways to choose the ݊ variables. The 
following are some of the most illustrative examples  
 
(i) Solvent and hydrotrope concentrations, ࢉ૚ǡ ǥ ǡ ࢉ࢔ , can be chosen as the ݊ independent 
variables, which transforms Eq. (3) into the following   െ ቀడఓೠכడ௖ഀቁ௖ഀᇲಯഀ ൌ  ? ቀడఓ೔డ௖ഀቁ௖ഀᇲಯഀ௜ ሾۃ ௜ܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ௜ܰۄሿ       (4) 
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Note that ቀడఓ೔డ௖ഀቁ௖ഀᇲಯഀ  is related to a well-known ܣ  matrix via ቀడఓ೔డ௖ഀቁ௖ഀᇲಯഀ ൌ ܴܶܣ௜ఈ , and െ ቀడఓೠכడ௖ഀቁ௖ഀᇲಯഀ  and ሾۃ ௜ܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ௜ܰۄሿ   are vectors. Hence the determination of KBIs involves the 
solution of the simultaneous equations via the calculation of the inverse of ܣ matrix. Note that the 
stability condition for the single-phase solution mixture requires ȁܣȁ ൐  ?, which guarantees the 
existence of ܣିଵ. When there is phase-separation, ܣିଵ does not exist, which makes it impossible 
to determine the KBIs. This is the generalization of our previous discussion on the indeterminate 
nature of KBIs for surfaces.  This particular form of matrix ܣ has been introduced by Kirkwood 
and Buff [32] and also been used by Ben-Naim [33] and Smith [34,35] for matrix inversion within 
the framework of the homogeneous solution theory. We have thus confirmed the equivalence 
between homogeneous and inhomogeneous approach to KBIs under the present choice of 
independent variables.  
 
(ii) Chemical potentials, ࣆ૚ǡ ǥ ǡ ࣆ࢔, can be chosen as the ݊ independent variables, which yields െ ቀడఓೠכడఓഀቁఓഀᇲಯഀ ൌ  ? ߜ௜ఈ௜ ሾۃ ௜ܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ௜ܰۄሿ       (5)  
due to ቀ డఓ೔డఓഀቁఓഀᇲಯഀ ൌ ߜ௜ఈ. Hence Eq. (5) reduces to the definition of thermodynamic fluctuation,  െ ቀడఓೠכడఓഀቁఓഀᇲಯഀ ൌ ሾۃ ఈܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ఈܰۄሿ, which leads back to the statistical thermodynamics of fluctuation 
both in the framework of inhomogeneous solvation theory [16,39], which has been shown [16,39] 
to be equivalent to the formalism in homogeneous solutions [32±35]. This example may seem 
trivial in the current representation (Eq. (5)) of preferential solvation, yet will be shown in Section 
3 to be of central importance in the difference between preferential solvation with adsorption 
isotherm.  
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(iii) Semi-permeable membrane transmitting the ࢔th component only. In this case, the 
independent variables are ߤଵǡ ǥ ǡ ߤ௡ିଵǡ ܲ , and ߤ௡  is dependent on these variables through the 
Gibbs-Duhem equation as ݀ߤ௡ ൌ ଵ௖೙ ሾെ  ? ܿ௜݀ߤ௜௜ ൅ ݀ܲሿ         (6) 
Under this constraint, we obtain the following matrix relationship:   െ ቀడఓೠכడఓഀቁఓഀᇲಯഀǡ௉ ൌ  ? ቀ డఓ೔డఓഀቁఓഀᇲಯഀǡ௉௜ ሾۃ ௜ܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ௜ܰۄሿ      (ߙ ൌ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ െ  ?ǡ ߙᇱ ൌ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ െ  ?) (7a)  െ ቀడఓೠכడ௉ ቁఓഀᇲ ൌ  ? ቀడఓ೔డ௉ ቁఓഀᇲ௜ ሾۃ ௜ܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ௜ܰۄሿ (ߙᇱ ൌ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ െ  ?)    (7b) 
Note that the ݊th row (Eq. (7b)) had to be written down separately from the rest (Eq. (7a)) because 
it involves pressure instead of chemical potential. Due to the Gibbs-Duhem constraint (Eq. (6)), 
the matrix elements in Eq. (7) have different expressions and interpretation from (ii). To 
understand this, let us examine for simplicity the case of ݊ ൌ  ?, for which the matrix relationship 
can be expressed as  
െ ൮ ቀడఓೠכడఓభቁ௉ቀడఓೠכడ௉ ቁఓభ൲ ൌ ൮ ? ቀ
డఓమడఓభቁ௉ ? ቀడఓమడ௉ ቁఓభ൲ ൬ۃ ଵܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଵܰۄۃ ଶܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଶܰۄ൰      (8) 
Now the determinant, which plays a key role in the determinability of the two KBIs, can be 
expressed as  
ተ ? ቀడఓమడఓభቁ௉ ? ቀడఓమడ௉ ቁఓభተ ൌ ቀడఓమడ௉ ቁఓభ ൐  ?         (9) 
The sign of Eq. (9) comes from the osmotic stability condition [40], in which the increase of 
osmotic pressure should necessarily be accompanied by the increase of the chemical potential of 
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the species 2 (which cannot pass through the membrane). Phase separation arises when this 
stability condition is broken. Hence the determinant of the matrix in Eq. (7) should be considered 
to be an ݊-component generalization of this osmotic stability condition. When the system is in a 
single phase, the matrix elements can be evaluated using the Gibbs-Duhem equation as  
൮ ? ቀడఓమడఓభቁ௉ ? ቀడఓమడ௉ ቁఓభ൲ ൌ ቌ ? െ
௖భ௖మ ? ଵ௖మ ቍ        (10) 
whose determinant is always positive due to c2 > 0. 
 
(iv) Preferential solvation and volumetric experiments [15,16] forces one to choose the 
variables in a manner not as straightforward as the previous examples. Let us focus here on the 
system composed of one dilute solute (external field) in water-cosolvent mixture. What 
experiments measure are ቀడఓೠכడఓభቁ௉ and ቀడఓೠכడ௉ ቁேభ[15,16]. With the thermodynamic identity,  ቀడఓೠכడ௉ ቁேభ ൌ ቀడఓೠכడ௉ ቁఓభ ൅ ቀడఓೠכడఓభቁ௉ ቀడఓభడ௉ ቁேభ       (11) 
we can convert the set of experimental values ቀడఓೠכడఓభቁ௉  and ቀడఓೠכడ௉ ቁேభ to the ones in the case (iii) 
through the following matrix relationship:  
൮ ቀడఓೠכడఓభቁ௉ቀడఓೠכడ௉ ቁఓభ൲ ൌ ቆ  ?  ?െ ቀడఓభడ௉ ቁேభ  ?ቇ ൮ ቀ
డఓೠכడఓభቁ௉ቀడఓೠכడ௉ ቁேభ൲       (12) 
(Note the change in the parameters fixed in the partial differentiation.) Thus the simultaneous 
equation for the present choice of variables becomes 
െ ൮ ቀడఓೠכడఓభቁ௉ቀడఓೠכడ௉ ቁேభ൲ ൌ ቆ  ?  ?െ ቀడఓభడ௉ ቁேభ  ?ቇ
ିଵ ൮ ? ቀడఓమడఓభቁ௉ ? ቀడఓమడ௉ ቁఓభ൲ ൬ۃ ଵܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଵܰۄۃ ଶܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଶܰۄ൰  
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ൌ ൮  ? ቀడఓమడఓభቁ௉ቀడఓభడ௉ ቁேభ ቀడఓమడ௉ ቁఓభ ൅ ቀడఓమడఓభቁ௉ ቀడఓభడ௉ ቁேభ൲ ൬ۃ ଵܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଵܰۄۃ ଶܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଶܰۄ൰  
ൌ ൮  ? ቀడఓమడఓభቁ௉ቀడఓభడ௉ ቁேభ ቀడఓమడ௉ ቁேభ൲ ൬ۃ ଵܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଵܰۄۃ ଶܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଶܰۄ൰     (13)  
Note that ተ  ? ቀడఓమడఓభቁ௉ቀడఓభడ௉ ቁேభ ቀడఓమడ௉ ቁேభተ ൌ ቀడఓమడ௉ ቁேభ െ ቀడఓమడఓభቁ௉ ቀడఓభడ௉ ቁேభ ൌ ቀడఓమడ௉ ቁఓభ ൐  ?  is the osmotic 
stability condition. Whether Eq. (13) can be solved for the KBIs depends solely on the osmotic 
stability condition. This sheds light into why preferential solvation, despite its lack of dividing 
membranes, have often resorted to the use of hypothetical membranes for interpretation [13,23,24]; 
the stability condition guaranteeing the KBI determinability is essentially the osmotic stability 
condition.  
 
When the system can be confirmed to be a single-phase solution, the matrix in Eq. (12) can be 
evaluated as   
ቆ  ?  ?െ ቀడఓభడ௉ ቁேభ  ?ቇ ൌ ൬  ?  ?െ ଵܸ  ?൰        (14) 
combining Eqs. (10), (13), and (14) yields   
െ ൮ ቀడఓೠכడఓభቁ௉ቀడఓೠכడ௉ ቁேభ൲ ൌ ൬  ?  ?െ ଵܸ  ?൰ିଵ ቌ ? െ
௖భ௖మ ? ଵ௖మ ቍ ൬ۃ ଵܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଵܰۄۃ ଶܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଶܰۄ൰ ൌ ቆ  ? െ௖భ௖మଵܸ ଶܸ ቇ ൬ۃ ଵܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଵܰۄۃ ଶܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଶܰۄ൰ (15) 
where V1 and V2 are the partial molar volumes of species 1 and 2, respectively. Eq. (15) is identical 
to the well-known relationship, derived from both inhomogeneous [15,16,37,39] and 
homogeneous [41±43] solvation theories, which has been used to clarify the mechanism of protein 
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stability [15,37,38,44,45], hydrotropic solubilization [7±9,46] and food gelation [10,47,48]. (Note 
that the Gibbs-Duhem equation, c1V1+c2V2=1, was used in the final step of Eq. (15)). Eq. (15) can 
easily be solved by matrix inversion, since ቤ  ? െ௖భ௖మଵܸ ଶܸ ቤ ൌ ଵ௖మ ൐  ?.  
 
Thus we have formulated the preferential solvation theory in the framework of inhomogeneous 
solvation theory, shown the equivalence to the homogeneous solution theory approach [32±35,41±
43], and demonstrated the ease by which different set of thermodynamic variables can be treated. 
The formalism presented here can straightforwardly be extended to the systems with concentrated 
solutes, by identifying one of the solvent species as solute [49].  
 
 
3. Gibbs Adsorption isotherm 
 
Here we generalize our theory to adsorption, and demonstrate that our inhomogeneous solvation 
theory approach enables an easy generalization to surface adsorption. We consider a system 
comprised of water and cosolvent molecules, forming vapour and liquid phases (denoted as I and 
II) that are in equilibrium. Generalization to ܿ  component solutions in ݌  phases will be 
straightforward, but we focus here on the case of 2-components in 2-phases for the clarity in 
illustrating the general principles.  According to Gibbs phase rule, the system has ܨ ൌ  ? െ  ? ൅ ? ൌ  ? degrees of freedom [16]. Under a constant temperature, the system has only one degree of 
freedom left.  
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Let us denote the grand partition functions of the liquid and vapour phases in isolation as ȩூሺܶǡ ܸூ ǡ ߤଵǡ ߤଶሻ and ȩூூሺܶǡ ܸூூ ǡ ߤଵǡ ߤଶሻ. We also consider these two systems facing each other in 
equilibrium, in the presence of the external field, still denoted as ݑ, which in this case is a surface. 
The partition functions in the presence of the external field are denoted as  21,,, PPIIIu VVT ; . 
The total volume is kept constant at V=VI+VII. The free energy of the surface, ߛܣ, where ߛ is 
surface tension and ܣ is the surface area, can be expressed as  െߛܣ ൌ െ݇ܶ  ஆೠ൫்ǡ௏಺ା௏಺಺ǡఓభǡఓమ൯ஆ౫಺ ሺ்ǡ௏಺ǡఓభǡఓమሻஆ౫಺಺ሺ்ǡ௏಺಺ǡఓభǡఓమሻ       (16) 
Eq. (16) thus demonstrates that generalization of preferential solvation (Eq. (2)) to multiple-phase 
systems is straightforward. Total differentiation of Eq. (16) under constant temperature yields   െܣ݀ߛ ൌ ሾۃ ଵܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଵܰۄூ െ ۃ ଵܰۄூூሿ݀ߤଵ ൅ ሾۃ ଶܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଶܰۄூ െ ۃ ଶܰۄூூሿ݀ߤଶ    (17) 
which is also a straightforward generalization of Eq. (3), and is equivalent to the Gibbs adsorption 
isotherm [16]. Note that ۃ ଵܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଵܰۄூ െ ۃ ଵܰۄூூ and ۃ ଶܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଶܰۄூ െ ۃ ଶܰۄூூ represent the surface 
excesses of the species 1 and 2, respectively.  
  
Having generalized the inhomogeneous preferential solvation theory to adsorption isotherm, let 
us see how matrix inversion plays a role in the independent determinability of excess numbers. 
Following our discussion in Section 2, one can construct the following simultaneous equations 
from Eq. (17):    
െܣ ൮ቀ డఊడఓభቁ்ቀ డఊడఓమቁ்൲ ൌ ൮  ? ቀ
డఓమడఓభቁ்ቀడఓభడఓమቁ்  ? ൲ ൬ۃ ଵܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଵܰۄூ െ ۃ ଵܰۄூூۃ ଶܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଶܰۄூ െ ۃ ଶܰۄூூ൰    (18) 
7KH³VWDELOLW\FRQGLWLRQ´HTXLYDOHQWKHUHLVWKHIROORZLQJGHWHUPLQDQWZKLFKFDQEHSURYHQHDVLO\
to be  
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ተ  ? ቀడఓమడఓభቁ்ቀడఓభడఓమቁ்  ? ተ ൌ  ? െ ቀడఓభడఓమቁ் ቀడఓమడఓభቁ் ൌ  ?      (19) 
because of ቀడఓభడఓమቁ் ቀడఓమడఓభቁ் ൌ  ?, which can be justified by the fact that ܶ is the only other variable 
than ߤଵ and ߤଶ which has been allowed by the Gibbs phase rule. Because there is only one degree 
of freedom, there will only be one independent equation resulting from Eq. (18), which can be 
expressed as   െܣ ቀ డఊడఓభቁ் ൌ ሾۃ ଵܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଵܰۄூ െ ۃ ଵܰۄூூሿ+ሾۃ ଶܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଶܰۄூ െ ۃ ଶܰۄூூሿ ቀడఓమడఓభቁ்   (20)  
Note that ቀడఓమడఓభቁ் can be evaluated using the Gibbs-Duhem equations for the two bulk phases (I 
and II), which yields the Gibbs adsorption isotherm (see Appendix for derivation):  െܣ݀ߛ ൌ ቈሾۃ ଵܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଵܰۄூ െ ۃ ଵܰۄூூሿ െ ቀ௖భ಺ି௖భ಺಺௖మ಺ି௖మ಺಺ቁ ሾۃ ଶܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ଶܰۄூ െ ۃ ଶܰۄூூሿ቉ ݀ߤଵ  (22)  
where ܿ௜ఈ represents the concentration (number density) of the species ݅ in phase ߙ.  
 
Thus the inhomogeneous solvation theory approach to preferential solvation has been 
generalized to adsorption, in which the crucial role of the stability condition in the independent 
determinability of surface excesses have been clarified, regardless of the nature of the surface or 
external field, unlike our previous treatment of vapour-liquid surface [16]. The straightforwardness 
of generalization is due to the clarity upon which the surface excess can be defined in the 
inhomogeneous solvation approach.  
 
 
4. Homogeneous versus inhomogeneous approaches to preferential solvation 
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So far in the present paper, we have completed the inhomogeneous solvation approach to 
fluctuation solution theory rigorously by generalizing earlier intuitive theory. We have 
demonstrated the equivalence to the homogeneous approach in the case of preferential solvation, 
as well as its advantage in the ease of generalizing the approach to adsorption isotherm. The 
fluctuation solution theory is now available in both perspectives with complementary strengths 
and advantages. Switching back and forth between the two perspectives will further facilitate the 
application to experimental systems especially when the choice of variables is not advantageous 
for one of the perspectives, as will be demonstrated in this section.  
 
The key to converting an inhomogeneous solution to a homogeneous solution is to transform 
the external field, i.e., a solute fixed in its centre-of-mass position, into a freely moving 
molecule. This can be achieved by a well-known relationship by Gurney [50] and Ben-Naim [51] 
as ݀ߤ௨כ ൌ ݀ߤ௨ െ ௞்ۃேೠۄ ݀ۃ ௨ܰۄ          (23) 
Note that this procedure is known for solutes but not for surfaces.  
 
We shall now demonstrate that the homogeneous-inhomogeneous conversion (Eq. (23)) plays a 
key role especially when the choice of the variables is not advantageous for inhomogeneous 
approach. For this purpose, let us study the following example:  
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(v) Semi-permeable membrane transmitting everything but the biomolecule. Let us focus 
here on a 3-component system in which many preferential solvation experiments have been 
performed. Since ߤଵ and ߤଶ are kept constant, Eq. (3) becomes  ݀ߤ௨כ ൌ െሺۃ ௨ܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ௨ܰۄሻ݀ߤ௨        (24) 
The problem with Eq. (24) is that it contains ߤ௨כ  and ߤ௨  at the same time. To get any useful 
information from Eq. (24) requires the use of Eq. (23) in conjunction, which yields  ሺ ? ൅ۃ ௨ܰۄ௨ െ ۃ ௨ܰۄሻ݀ߤ௨ ൌ ௞்ۃேೠۄ ݀ۃ ௨ܰۄ        (25) 
which is effectively a homogeneous relationship. (Note that ۃ ௨ܰۄ௨ ൌ ۃேೠሺேೠିଵሻۄۃேೠۄ  will convert Eq. 
(25) fully into a homogeneous relationship [39].) To render Eq. (25) useful in experimental data 
analysis, let us use the relationship straightforwardly obtainable from homogeneous 
grandcanonical ensemble, ݇ܶ ቀడۃேభۄడఓೠ ቁ்ǡఓభఓమ ൌ ۃ ௨ܰ ଵܰۄ െ ۃ ௨ܰۄۃ ଵܰۄ [39], which yields  ቀడۃேభۄడۃேೠۄቁ்ǡఓభǡఓమ ൌ ۃேೠேభۄିۃேೠۄۃேభۄۃேೠమۄିۃேೠۄమ          (26) 
Eq. (26) is the number-based preferential hydration parameter which can be accessible by the use 
of the dialysis membrane [1]. Conversion of Eq. (26) to molarity or molality concentration scales 
will be straightforward [35]. Thus the inhomogeneous-homogeneous conversion (Eq. (23)) has 
facilitated the problem solving when the thermodynamic variables are not naturally suited for the 
inhomogeneous approach.  
 
5. Conclusion 
 
Preferential solvation [15,16] and adsorption isotherm [17±19] have been formulated on a unified 
and consistent theoretical framework based directly on grand partition functions in inhomogeneous 
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solvation theory [26±31,39]. We have shown that the phase stability condition is the basis for 
independent determination of excess numbers by enabling matrix inversion, which have been 
shown to be equivalent to the homogeneous solution theory. The major advantage of the 
inhomogeneous approach is its ease in generalizing preferential solvation theory to Gibbs 
adsorption isotherm, through which the origin of the analogy and difference between the two has 
been clarified via a unified matrix formulation. In addition, the total differentiation relationship of 
inhomogeneous solvation theory is particularly useful in formulating the matrix formulation that 
can be expressed in multiple ways adaptable to experimental conditions.  
 
The theory presented here is a generalisation of the traditional approaches that go back to 
Wyman (thermodynamic linkage relationships) [52,53], to Casassa and Eisenberg (statistical 
thermodynamic theory of multicomponent solutions) [54], to Schellman and Tanford (solvent 
binding and exchange models) [55±58], Timasheff (concepts of preferential solvation) 
[1,12,14,23], and Parsegian (analogy between preferential solvation and adsorption) [13]. Here, 
the preferential solvation theory has been freed from the constraints of the binding models, and 
has been formulated in a way that its relationship to adsorption is clear. There is now a unified 
theory of solvent interactions with solutes and surfaces in the framework of inhomogeneous 
solvation theory, in which the phase stability condition clearly distinguishes a surface from a 
solute. In addition, the appropriate choice in the treatment of the solute (via homogeneous or 
inhomogeneous theories) together with their interconversion scheme will facilitate the theoretical 
treatment of solvation and adsorption in multiple component solutions.  
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Appendix 
Derivation of Eq. (22) from Eq. (21) requires ቀడఓమడఓభቁ் ൌ െ ቀ௖భ಺ି௖భ಺಺௖మ಺ି௖మ಺಺ቁ.  This can be justified by the 
Gibbs-Duhem equations for the two bulk phases (I and II) under phase equilibrium (ߤ௜ூ ൌ ߤ௜ூூ ؠߤ௜) and constant temperature  
ଵܰூ݀ߤଵ ൅ ଶܰூߤଶ െ ܸூ݀ܲ ൌ  ?         (A1) 
ଵܰூூ݀ߤଵ ൅ ଶܰூூߤଶ െ ܸூூ݀ܲ ൌ  ?        (A2) 
Eliminating ݀ܲ from Eqs. (A1) and (A2) yields  ሺܿଵூ െ ܿଵூூሻ݀ߤଵ ൅ ሺܿଶூ െ ܿଶூூሻ݀ߤଶ ൌ  ?        (A3)  
where ܿ௜ூ ൌ ௜ܰூȀܸூ and ܿ௜ூூ ൌ ௜ܰூூȀܸூூ. Eq. (A3) easily leads to ቀడఓమడఓభቁ் ൌ െ ቀ௖భ಺ି௖భ಺಺௖మ಺ି௖మ಺಺ቁ.  
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